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reviewed by d. terence langendoen, the university of arizona

this is the first of a projected two-volume set of essays, the second of which is entitled semantics, subjectivity and localism. three of the nine essays in this volume are previously unpublished. of the remaining six, four have been extensively revised; the two that have not been revised have epilogues which provide historical context and l’s own assessment of their content. in addition, l’s 1965 inaugural lecture at the university of edinburgh is included as an appendix.

one of l’s aims in putting this collection together is to substantiate the following contention which appears in the preface: ‘[t]he expressions ‘‘natural language’’ and ‘‘universal grammar’’ are often employed nowadays loosely and uncritically (if not equivocally) in the case of the former and tendentiously in the case of the latter’ (xi). l rejects the identification of linguistic theory with the study of universal grammar, defined as the innate linguistic endowment of human beings. he testifies that his own views of linguistic theory have not changed since he incorporated chomsky’s original theory of generative grammar into his own conception of traditional grammar and ‘a rather eclectic blend of european and american structuralism’ (xii). he says that he did not become aware that he held a minority view within the field until the late 1960s or early 1970s, ‘when chomskyan generative grammar had come to be much more definitively associated with cognitive psychology and a particular kind of universalism than it had been previously’ (xii). he remains as committed as ever to generative grammar as it was originally presented; about its current psychological and universalist interpretation (which he terms generativism) he remains agnostic. he is, however, able to encompass generativism in his overall view of linguistic theory; it is a theory of psycholinguistics, a branch of what he calls macrolinguistics (see below). classical generative grammar, by contrast, is a theory of microlinguistics, the autonomous study of languages generally. he concludes: ‘[l]inguistic theory should not be constrained by
generativist assumptions: it should be concerned with a broader range of languages (natural and non-natural) and it should cover a much wider range of data' (xii).

The term NATURAL LANGUAGE and its constituents NATURAL and LANGUAGE are painstakingly analyzed in Ch. 3 (27-45) and Ch. 4 (46-72), two of the previously unpublished essays. In his analysis of the term LANGUAGE, L distinguishes between the senses of LANGUE (which, he observes, is itself ambiguous between ‘language-system’ and ‘language pretheoretically identifiable as human language’, for which he uses the term ‘N-language’) and LANGAGE (‘language generally, including nonhuman language’), and also between LANGUE (i.e. ‘language-system’) and both PERFORMANCE and COMPETENCE. We return to these distinctions below. L’s detailed analysis of NATURAL is very much in the spirit of ordinary-language philosophy lexical analysis. He distinguishes among four senses of the term, which makes it possible for him to describe certain languages, such as the artificial languages of logicians, as natural in one sense but unnatural in another. Next, he introduces the term NON-NATURAL as follows: ‘More precisely, I will say of any language-system which is (in whole or in part) the product of human construction that it is a non-natural language’ (68). L then concludes that the class of N-languages, as analyzed within theoretical linguistics (71), comprises non-natural languages, which are no different, ontologically, from the artificial languages of mathematicians, logicians, and computer scientists. He bases this conclusion on the following premiss: ‘[T]heoretical linguistics deals with N-languages as rule-governed systems ... [which] are, inevitably, the product of abstraction.... And, being at least partly the product of human construction, they ... satisfy the ... definition of “non-natural”’ (71).

L uses the term ABSTRACTIONS also to refer to the language systems which are the products of abstraction, contrasting it with the term ABSTRACT OBJECTS which appears in the title of Katz 1981, ‘to emphasize that the language-systems postulated by theoretical linguists are the products of the linguist’s more or less conscious and deliberate process of abstraction, or idealization, and have no independent or prior real-world existence’ (47). L’s ontology of language systems is like Ernest Nagel’s 1979 ontology of mathematical systems: both consider the systems to be abstractions that are justified by the discipline of scientific inquiry, and both elude Katz’ classification of ontologies into nominalism, conceptualism, and (Platonic) realism.

A second aim of this book, carried out chiefly in Ch. 2 (12–26, also previously unpublished), is to defend the autonomy of linguistics narrowly construed as the synchronic description of N-languages (microlinguistics). L points out that centuries of descriptive work on N-languages, carried out without reference to psychology, sociology, or anthropology, is proof of the possibility of autonomous linguistics (esse valet posse), and he provides three arguments that such autonomy is desirable. The most important of these is that the autonomous study of language-systems has revealed ‘interesting distinctive properties that are unique to them as semiotic systems’ (20). L notes that these properties
have been uncovered primarily as a result of the work of generative grammarians who espouse the view that linguistics is a branch of cognitive psychology. However, the actual investigations have been carried out with little or no regard to psychological theory, so that they have been as autonomous in fact as previous (e.g. post-Saussurean structuralist) studies were.

According to L, linguistics broadly conceived as the general study of language (in the sense of langage) is not autonomous, and it breaks down into the several (and proliferating) branches of what he calls macrolinguistics, including psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, ethnographic linguistics, neurolinguistics, phonetics, stylistics, and the philosophy of language. Each of these disciplines requires its own idealization about language and crucially brings to bear theories from another discipline outside of linguistics. Hence, in addition to theoretical microlinguistics there is also theoretical psycholinguistics, theoretical sociolinguistics, theoretical ethnolinguistics, etc. In particular, theoretical microlinguistics (the autonomous formal study of language systems) must be distinguished from theoretical psycholinguistics (which involves among other things the nonautonomous study of human knowledge of language systems, or linguistic competence). On L’s view, the object of psycholinguistic theorizing differs from the object of purely linguistic theorizing; in other words, linguistic competence (viewed, say, as a grammar represented in the human mind) is different from a grammar of a language studied as a purely microlinguistic abstraction.

An example may help here. Suppose psycholinguistic research were to reveal that linguistic competence is best modeled as a finite-state transducer. That result would not show that N-languages are finite-state. The classical formal arguments that show that English, for example, is not a finite-state language would still be valid. It would only show that the language that people acquire knowledge of in the normal process of language acquisition is not English. While L draws a distinction somewhat akin to Chomsky’s E-language and I-language (the former the product of microlinguistic investigation, the latter that of psycholinguistic investigation), L does not consider the former an epiphenomenon and the latter real. Both are abstractions, and they have essentially the same ontological status. The ‘real’ language systems, whatever they are, are not amenable to direct scientific study. L believes that they are not fully determinate, though of course the abstractions based on them (including the abstractions needed for sociolinguistic theory) must be.

A third aim of this book is to provide a setting for two of L’s early and still widely cited papers: ‘Phonemic and non-phonemic phonology: Some typological reflections’, which first appeared in 1962, and ‘Towards a “notional” theory of the “parts of speech”’, which first appeared in 1966. As I noted above, L has provided extensive notes and epilogues to these two articles which will be of great use to historians of linguistics and others interested in either the London school of linguistics or the early history of generative grammar.

A recurring theme in these essays is the independence of speech and language. L specifically argues that spoken language is only one type of N-lang-
language, and that N-languages may have arisen in humans out of gestural, rather than vocal, systems of communication (Ch. 5:73–95). Two papers on deixis complete the volume.
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Reviewed by BERNARD COMRIE, University of Southern California

Sergej Anatol’evič Starostin is one of the leading Russian scholars working on the problem of long-range genetic relatedness of languages, including the putative Altaic family and the broader-ranging Nostratic family. In this work, rich in empirical material and in argumentation, the author provides an update of his views on Altaic, including the arguments for considering Turkic, Mongolic, Tungusic, and Korean to be related, and more specifically the arguments for considering Japanese to be a member of this family. In this review, I will concentrate on the methodological advances that are reflected in Starostin’s work. My skepticism regarding the establishment of an Altaic language family remains—for a similar assessment in light of Starostin’s work, see Janhunen 1992—but I believe that many issues are clarified, or can be clarified, by careful consideration of Starostin’s book.

At the outset, it should be said that S’s methodology differs strikingly from that advocated by, for instance, Greenberg (1987). First, S is an acknowledged specialist in the individual language families and many of the individual languages that he discusses: for instance, much of the Korean dialect material presented was gathered by S himself in fieldwork among the Korean population of Sakhalin island (158). His database is thus characterized by a high degree of reliability; indeed, the only errors I noted are immaterial to his general argument, for instance the citation of the Tokyo Japanese word for ‘many’ as unaccented ooi (in S’s transcription: òoi), rather than the correct accented òoi (Martin 1987:838; there is a variant, also accented, òòi, reflecting a syllable boundary between the two o’s).

Second, S, like more traditional comparative linguists, believes in the importance of regular sound correspondences as the first stage in justifying claims about the genetic relatedness of languages (25). However, he acknowledges that regular sound correspondences, while a necessary condition for genetic relatedness, are not a sufficient condition, since there are many well-known